Abstract-Conductively cooling the surface of lithium-ion pouch cells may simplify the external cooling mechanism, as heat transfer mediums are not routed across the cell surface. In this paper, the thermal performance of cooling cells with metallic fins is analysed using a developed test rig and thermal model. Results indicate that single edge fin cooling with aluminum sheets is effective in limiting surface temperature gradients to below circa 5℃ for cells subject to realistic EV and mild PHEV duty cycles. For aggressive track racing EV cycles, double edge fin cooling is required to limit surface temperature gradients to below 12℃ .
I. INTRODUCTION
Full electric (EV), hybrid electric (HEV) and plug-in hybrid electric (PHEV) vehicles are witnessing increased market penetration rates [1] due to advances in battery technology that enable their adoption for a lower cost than previously possible [2] . However, battery requirements which enable electrified vehicles to challenge and further increase their competitiveness against conventional internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles -such as increased energy and power density [3] -necessitate greater consideration to the design of the battery thermal management system (BTMS). This system must ensure that the thermals of the individual battery cells -contained within battery modules and full packs -are adequately controlled, such as to minimise detrimental thermal related effects on battery performance [4] , durability [5] and avoid thermal runaway events [6] , [7] . Specifically, the optimum lithium-ion battery operating temperature has been reported by many researchers to lie within a range of 15-35 ℃ [8] , however, other accounts [9] suggest this range should be constrained to 25±5 ℃ to further limit the rate of parasitic side reactions occurring within the cell that increases the rate of capacity fade as the temperature increases [10] .
In addition to the need for absolute control over the volume averaged battery cell operating temperature (Tvol,cell), it is imperative that temperature gradients occurring through the internals of individual cells and between cells contained within battery modules and packs be minimised by the BTMS [11] . These temperature gradients are known to accelerate ageing through the loss of cyclable lithium [12] , [13] , prompting many [11] , [14] - [16] to suggest an upper tolerable limit of 5 for temperature gradients through and between cells. Effective BTMS's must therefore be designed in such a manner as to ensure that the method of absolute temperature control does not induce an unfavorable temperature gradient that can compromise the benefit of maintaining the cell within its optimum temperature range.
Numerous approaches to battery thermal management have been investigated [8] . Common approaches include actively passing air over the battery surface [15] , [17] , attaching indirect liquid cooling plates onto the battery surface [18] , [19] , passing dielectric oil directly across the battery surface [20] and attaching metallic cooling fins onto the surface to conduct heat away from the battery to a surface cooled elsewhere (i.e. fin cooling) [21] . Other emerging techniques for battery thermal management include attaching [14] or inserting [22] , [23] heat pipes onto/into the battery to further reduce the thermal resistance of conventional air and liquid cooling approaches for improved thermal control. Phase change material cooling is another method that has received growing attention [24] , [25] . The plethora of options for battery thermal management exists due to inherent trade-offs between balancing the required thermal control with other conflicting yet desirable characteristics of the BTMS design, which includes low cost, weight and volume requirements [26] .
Although liquid cooled designs may show exemplary thermal control and efficiency relative to those using air, the risk of leakage within battery packs is of great concern given the severity of a cell short circuit event and thermal runaway [8] . Relative to indirect liquid plates attached to the battery surface, battery packs employing fin cooling have the benefit of dramatically reducing the number of manifold connections required (and hence the leakage risk) given that heat is conducted to a side or base cold plate that may require only one inlet and outlet. Fin cooled designs may therefore be less costly and less maintenance intensive than other indirect liquid cooling options such as in [27] that require more complex piping arrangements [28] .
Previous research [29] suggests that single edge aluminum fin cooling -with a practical sandwich fin thickness <1.5 mm -of large format (≥40 Ah) pouch type batteries is unsuitable under a sustained C-rate of 3C, due to the development of large maximum cell temperature gradients (∆Tmax,cell) of 22.9°C. However, such a heat generation condition may not be a representative design point for the thermal management system in commercial EVs and PHEVs, as the transient C-rate profile is highly dynamic with a lower overall time averaged C-rate under realistic usage conditions [30] .
In this paper, a comprehensive thermal analysis on the thermal performance of fin cooling for large format pouch cells subject to duty cycles representative of an EV, PHEV and performance EV is conducted. The paper is structured as follows. Section II outlines the design of the test rig used to experimentally measure the thermal performance of pouch cells subject to fin cooling. Section III discusses the battery thermal model used to enable an extended simulation analysis into fin cooling, whereby Section IV includes the duty cycle profiles used. Experimental results from the test rig tracking the temperature evolution are contained in Section V, which is also compared to the simulation results from the thermal model testing its accuracy. In Section VI, an extended simulation analysis is conducted to investigate the thermal performance of two edge fin cooling (with both copper and aluminum materials) as a thermal solution for pouch cells under aggressive EV racing conditions. Further work and conclusions are contained within Section VII and Section VIII respectively.
II. TEST RIG
The test rig design consists of contacting 0.5 mm thick fins onto both the front and back surface of large format 53 Ah pouch cells with a graphite anode and NMC cathode. One edge of the fins is bent with a bend radius of 1 mm to form 25 mm of flat contact length. The contact length of the fin is clamped under pressure onto an indirect liquid cooled cold plate to dissipate the heat that is conducted through the fin from the cell surface. A water-glycol mixture is pumped through the cold plate at a regulated set-point temperature of 25 ℃ with a flowrate of 10 L.min -1 . The test rig is capable of cycling three cells at once, with a total of 6 cooling fins. The cells are thermally isolated from one another vie the use of polystyrene and rigid FOAMGLASS ® slabs. The FOAMGLASS ® is incompressible and enables uniform pressure to be applied via the clamps along the length of the cooling fin edge onto the cold plate. Pressure onto the stack to ensure good contact of cooling fins onto the battery surface is achieved via the use of a hand operated air wedge bag. The experimental set up can be viewed in Figure 1 . Given the insulation present on the back of the fin together with symmetry planes present, the cooling arrangement with the 0.5 mm thick fins is set up to emulate that of a 1 mm thick fin when sandwiched directly between adjacent cells i.e. symmetrical stack cooling.
Buffer foam is placed in between the fin contact length and FOAMGLASS ® to enable placement of thermocouples along the length of the fin contact. Insulating wool is placed within the top of the test rig to minimise the effect of external ambient cooling (not shown in Figure 1 ). The dimensions of the cooling fins and thermal properties used for the subsequent thermal model are displayed in Table 1 . The temperature evolution of the fin surface is tracked via the use of 15 T-type thermocouples. The placement of thermocouples across the fins is shown in Figure 2 . The hottest point on the fin body is represented by location 5 (which is furthest from the external cooling plate) and the coolest point by location 9 (closest to external cold plate).
III. BATTERY THERMAL MODEL
A schematic of the 3-D battery fin cooled model (using COMSOL) is displayed in Figure 3 . The modelling approach adopted for the bulk battery material and tabs has been used previously and is described in [29] , [31] . This approach includes specifying heat sources within both the bulk cell body and positive and negative tabs. Here, half a cell geometry is used to utilise the symmetry planes present.
Heat transfer coefficients are specified on the cell and fin boundaries denoted by the h coefficients [W.m
]. Here, h1 is the heat transfer coefficient along the clamped fin edge onto the cold plate, h2 from the top of the fin edge and the exposed tab body, h4 from the tab busbar blocks and protruding screw, h3 from the exposed edges of the fin and on the front of the fin to account for non-ideal insulation and h5 from the edges of the cell.
The battery heat generation within the cell body, which is assumed uniform throughout the cell material, is calculated through use of a 1-D electrochemical model described in [31] . Joule heating in the tabs is described via: ]. The resistance for the copper tab and aluminum tab is calculated from the expression for resistivity, with a value of 3.36x10 -5 Ω and 5.30x10 -5 Ω for each tab respectively. Values for the cell body dimensions and thermal properties used in the thermal modelling are displayed in Table 2 . 
IV. DUTY CYCLES
The thermal performance of the cells under fin cooling is analysed subject to an EV, PHEV and performance EV duty cycle. The PHEV and performance EV cycles are viewable in Figure 4 . It is out the scope of this paper to discuss the derivation of the duty cycles, however, details of both can be viewed in [30] for the PHEV cycle (which reflects a 16 kWh medium sized vehicle subject to 3 loops of the WLTP Class 3 cycle using 82 53 Ah cells) and [31] for a similar performance EV cycle. For the EV case, a 1C discharge condition is analysed. The starting state of charge (SOC) for the cells during all cycles is 100%, with the exception of the performance EV cycle where the initial SOC of the cells is at 95% SOC. The accuracy of the developed battery thermal model is compared against experimental test data acquired from the test rig during the analysed duty cycles. For the experimental results, the average temperature measurements across all the cell samples are taken (6 cells in total). The h value parameters used as input into the thermal model, with respect to Figure 3 , are displayed in Table 3 . Values for h1 are within the range achievable from liquid cooling using water-glycol [32] , whereby the value of h4 describes convection at the busbars which is exposed to the air circulation within the climate chamber ambient [33] . Natural convection with air is specified at the fin portion of the tab which is protected from the climate chamber air circulation effect by the test rig roof. A value of 20 W.m
is specified on the edges of the pouch cell to account for the edge effects [34] . A small value for h3 is chosen to account for non-perfect thermal isolation on the exposed surfaces of the fin.
The results for both the maximum fin temperature (Tmax) at location 5 in Figure 2 , and maximum fin temperature gradient (ΔTmax) from the difference between thermocouple measurements at locations 5 and 9 for all duty cycles are shown in Figure 5 . As good thermal contact is achieved between the fin and cell surface given the stack pressure applied via the air wedge bag, and that the metallic fin material is thin (0.5mm), temperature readings on the surface of the fin are assumed to represent the cell surface temperature due to the negligible thermal resistance. This assumption is justifiable given that readings from an additional thermocouple placed on the edge of the cell body under the fin near location 5 provided negligible deviation (<1%) from the fin temperature reading at location 5.
At the end of the performance EV cycle, Figure 5 (a) highlights that the maximum experimental fin temperature reaches 52.7 ℃ for the aluminum fin and 49.5 ℃ for the copper fin. These are unacceptable values given that it far exceeds the optimal operating range of lithium-ion cells (circa 25-35 ℃). In addition, the aggressiveness of the duty cycle results in a large temperature gradient across the fin and cell surface as seen in Figure 5 (b) . Here, the peak experimental ΔTmax reaches 18.2 ℃ and 16.4 ℃ for the aluminum and copper fin respectively, leading to unfavorable thermal conditions for the cell. The final SOC value for the cells following completion of the performance EV cycle using coulomb counting is 11.6%.
For the 1C EV discharge case, aluminum fins can limit Tmax to below 35.0 ℃, with a peak value for ΔTmax of 6.4℃. Provided the cell is not discharged into the deep discharge region below 10% SOC, ΔTmax can remain below 5 ℃. For the PHEV duty cycle, as seen in Figure 5 (c), the experimental Tmax value reaches 36.0 ℃ and 35.0 ℃ at the end of the third WLTP loop for the aluminum and copper fins respectively, in which the cell SOC is at 4.9%. Similarly, the corresponding ΔTmax values reach 6.5 ℃ for both fins as seen in Figure 5 (d) . Provided, the cell SOC is not permitted to drop below 10% (i.e. past 5238s), ΔTmax can be limited to below 5 ℃ for both fin materials.
Overall, Figure 5 highlights that the thermal model provides good agreement to the experimental results for both the EV and PHEV duty cycles for both fin materials. The largest mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) occurs for the performance EV cycle with the copper fin, whereby the MAPE value for the Tmax estimate is 2.54%. The maximum percentage error occurs for the WLTP cycle with the copper fin in the estimate of Tmax, with a value of 6.1%.
VI. EXTENDED SIMULATION ANALYSIS
Given the poor thermal performance of single edge fin cooling under the performance EV cycle, the geometry of the thermal model is extended to include two edge cooling to gauge the level of improvement. A schematic of the two edge cooled fin model is shown in Figure 6 . Symmetry planes are included to extend the geometry whereby all input values are as used in the single edge cooled model.
The simulation results comparing two edge cooling to single edge cooling under the performance EV cycle are shown in Figure 7 . For the aluminum fin, the value for Tmax reduces from 53.9 ℃ to 45.8 ℃ at the end of the cycle upon the adoption of two edge cooling, giving a 15.0% decrease. For the copper fin, Tmax reduces from 50.7 ℃ to 41.1 ℃, a 18.9% decrease.
From Figure 7 (b) it is also observed that ΔTmax is vastly reduced upon the adoption of two edge cooling. For the aluminum fin, ΔTmax at the end of the cycle reduces from 18.1 ℃ with single edge cooling to 11.3 ℃ with two edge cooling, providing a 37.6% decrease. For the copper fin, ΔTmax reduces from 16.7 ℃ to 8.8 ℃, giving a 47.3% decrease. These results imply that two edge fin cooling is particularly effective for fin materials with greater thermal conductivity.
Whilst the copper fin gives an improvement over the aluminum fin, its weight renders it an inappropriate fin choice. The weight metric of the fin system is defined by:
Whereby values closer to unity provide a lighter design. Given the fin geometry in Figure 6 , the aluminum fin gives a weight metric of 0.86, whereas the copper fin gives a weight metric of 0.65 which is inefficient. Fin cooling with conventional copper and aluminum materials may, therefore, be inappropriate for performance EV applications given the deficiency in thermal performance even when two edge cooling is applied. 
VII. FURTHER WORK
Fin materials with a higher thermal conductivity and much lower density than copper should be investigated to target aggressive performance EV applications, given the need for increased thermal performance over aluminum fins whilst retaining a similar or improved weight metric.
The method of edge cooling must also be altered for practical applications (i.e. remove the 25 mm of flat contact length to enable compact packing of cells). This will require further design study. 
VIII. CONCLUSION
Experimental results from the test rig and thermal modelling analysis highlights that single edge fin cooling with aluminum sheets (1 mm total reflective sandwich thickness) is effective in limiting the maximum cell surface temperature gradients (∆Tmax,cell) of large format pouch cells to below 5 ℃ for both the EV and PHEV usage cases. This is provided that the deep discharge region (<10% state of charge) of the cell is avoided.
For the performance EV cycle, the thermal model predicts that two edge fin cooling with aluminum fins in unable to limit ∆Tmax,cell to below 10 ℃. Without invoking an unpractical fin thickness that is detrimental to the battery volumetric energy density, or using copper fins that is too weighty, fin materials with a higher thermal conductivity and similar or lower density to that of aluminum should be sought for such usage cases.
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